
 

 



 

 

“Gift Your Way To Success!” 
 

  “The ULTIMAT ‘Top Of Mind’ and Success 
Giving and Positioning GIFT on The 

Planet That Will Have Buyers Thanking 
YOU With A Lifetime Of 

Success Re-Elationships!” 
 
 

Buy Dean Hankey 
The DEAN of Success! 

 
Sending thank-yous and gift is a powerful way to keep those gigs rollin' 
in, and is one of the FIRST steps in a proactive and ongoing "Referral 
Rewards" program.  
 
Chances are, unless you've somehow let them know it's OK to "KEEP" REFERRING 
and/or ASKED for more referrals at this point, it will be the last that you hear from 
then till they need another show.  
 
Now, that is not a bad thing by a looong-shot, but what are we gunna' do to stimulate 
that "Referral Reflex Muscle", OK? 
 
YES, the "Re-Elationship" is paramount as it opens the door for "one-friend" to ask a 
personal favor of another. (That's YOU and them!) Do you think that over the last 25 
years, that I would have stayed as busy by just waiting for my friends to send 
business my way???  
 
Nope.  
 
This stuff just doesn't happen by 'accident'! I provides as much stimulus as is 
necessary to keep the flow of personal referrals comin' in!  
 
REMEMBER: I DON'T "Pay To Advertise" at all!  
- No Yellow Pages! (Of Course) 
- No local media, newspaper, books, mailouts!  
- No anything...  
100% of my business from ‘day one’ has always come from super-happy 
results and a hearty Referral Rewards program!  
 
 



 

 

During my "regular" communications with my 'friends' I: (regular cards, gifts, 
personal contact, post show surveys, newsletters...etc.)  
- A) Give Them PERMISSION... or let them know it's not only OK to refer, but it's 
going to be REWARDED if they DO!  
- B) I ASK for referrals on a regular and ongoing basis starting with our first post-
show "Satisfaction Survey". (Kind-of a longer version of my "Report Card")  
- C) Ask-for and get "endorsements" to their sphere of influence!  
- D) Proactive contests, incentives to stimulate the Referral Reflex Muscle!  
...and so on!  
 
The POINT IS, we are constantly and appropriately ASKING for 
referrals, make sense?  
 
- Right Away Thank You’s and Gifts go out.  
- 7 to 14 days later our exclusive "Satisfaction Survey" goes out.  
- A day or two, maybe 3 later, call to chat and make sure they received the survey and 
answer any question they may have with reminder that when they complete and 
return the survey, you will get their FREE GIFT right out and also to ASK for your 
letter of recommendation for your files.  
- Follow up with your free gift and thank-you for completing and returning the 
survey. (complete with REFERRALS and letter of Recommendation that you've 
asked for on your survey!)  
- Place them in your regular "touch-base", top of mind awareness program.  
 
The fact of the matter is, if you are NOT reminding and asking for 
referrals on a regular and ongoing basis, you are leaving scads of money 
on the table, and more importantly, you are losing shows to those that 
are staying top of mind!! This stuff, contrary to popular belief, doesn't 
happen all by itself or by 'magic'!  
 
One of the MAIN reasons I have been able to enjoy the lifestyle that I have been 
blessed with is PURE "LUCK" when it comes to referrals!  
 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  
LUCK =  
L - Labor  
U - Under  
C - Correct  
K - Knowledge  
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  
 
See... 100% LUCK!  
 
You'll also notice in this little paradigm that the FIRST word is LABOR.... hmmm 
I wonder if that matters much?  
 
Get ya' thinkin' ? 
 



 

 

Just so you guys know what I use and recommend for the gift giving as well as the 
promotional products tools (which can be completely different things! We may 
explore that as well… we’ll see.) I actually USE and get real, proven RESULTS with! 
 
Also, by way of disclaimer, for me, it may be a bit different since I don't have the 
same need to get "mass" gifts. If that is such the case for you, I would really have an 
IN-DEPTH chat with someone like your local ‘Promotional Products dealer” to help 
you to access the literally 100's of thousands of custom gift items that he has access 
to.  
 
For Me, I have so few (purposeful, targeted, quality) business relationships (and 
even if I didn't...) I like the INDIVIDUALIZED gift giving. I could be ANYTHING. the 
goal is not always to impress them with your grandeur, it's to impress them with your 
thoughtfulness. The dollar store is LOADED with great, simple gift giving items as an 
example! 
 
“Individualized” and “appropriateness” is one KEY, critical element... make sense?  
 
Like for one of my regular relationships I know she really LOVES ideas and gifts that 
she can enjoy with her husband and family. They have regular "coffee DATES" so for 
them I set-up a secret coffee gift or movie tickets, or a romantic dinner for two... etc.  
 
Others are COMPLETELY different... but the KEY (at least for me and my 
relationships) is that I KNOW what make each happier.  
 
Do ya’ see a theme developing here??? Can you say “Re-Elationship” success? 
 
Now I do have a "few" things that I use on a more proactive and really return 
amazingly.  
 
- ONE is a VERY SIMPLE 'Brownie Gift Jar' (See Pic) that we make every year 
around the Holidays. It's a clear mason jar with all the ingredients (except the oil and 
egg) layered like a sand sculpture, so you can see each colored layer from the side. 
The lid had a custom message and instructions for baking. (and Mmmmm, are they 
scrumptious!)  
 
We get soooooo many amazing responses form this simple (not easy... but messy. 
Hehehehehe) gift! (You should see our kitchen afterwards!) 
 
     
 



 

 

But WAIT… There’s MORE! 
 
- The second is still the single MOST perfect gift giving tool available on the 
planet! I spoke briefly about them at Super-conference last year.  
 
They are beautiful, individual, full-color, PRE-PAID gift catalogs! These 
gemmers REALLY deliver the goods man!  
 
I spoke of there ‘Publically’ at Massive Marketing Super Conference in Atlanta the 
first year I spoke and the response was as it deserves to be… amazing! 
 
See for yourself!  
 
Each beautifully printed, full color catalog has a wide range of gifts to choose from! 
Each Nordstrom quality catalog has 12 to 16 pages of individual gift items laid out in 
stunning detail complete with full professional photography, and well written 
descriptions of each item in the gift catalog that your 'giftee' can FREELY choose 
from at absolutely NO-COST to them! Even the postage is pre-paid for with each 
catalog!  
 
Now really THINK about how powerful this REALLY is!  
 
=> Your business “friend” receives this beautiful, full, multi-page color catalog of 
gifts with NO prices to be found anywhere with instructions to choose ANY gift in the 
entire catalog and it will be sent to them, postage already paid... free! All they have to 
do is pick the gift they want most!  
 
- THEY get to CHOOSE their own "thank-you" gift! How COOL is that!?  
 
Here's the REAL beauty of this gift giving process as far as the BEST -  
"MARKETING and Re-Elationship" gift goes... Multiple positive 
impressions!  
 
Imagine this:  
 
- 1) They receive the FREE GIFT Catalog with 10 to 50 free items to choose from! 
POSITIVE IMPRESSION Number ONE!  (Like... How COOL is That Dean!)  
 
- 2) When they actually get back to their gift catalog and sit down to choose their free 
gift... they remember YOU while deciding and choosing their FREE gift! POSITIVE 
IMPRESSION Number TWO!  (Like... How COOL is That Dean!)  
 
- 3) They actually ORDER their FREE gift! POSITIVE IMPRESSION Number 
THREE!  (Like... How COOL is That Dean!)  
 
- 4) A week or two later... in the middle of their hurried lives, they RECEIVE their 
free gift from YOU, delivered to their doorstep! POSITIVE IMPRESSION Number 
FOUR!  (Like... oh yeah... How COOL is That Dean!)  
 



 

 

- 5) They open, use and enjoy your FREE gift to them, that they got to CHOOSE and 
so now they actually like and USE their chosen gift, each time remembering YOU! 
POSITIVE IMPRESSION Number FIVE and "beyond"!  (Like... How COOL is That 
Dean!)  
 
Honestly; in my lifetime, I have NEVER found a better way to give a gift 
that keeps on giving (No jokes here! Hehehehe!) to them as well as to our 
marketing outcome... dang, how COOL is that!??  
 
The GREAT news is that there are individual gift catalogs that start at less than 
twenty bucks and go up to full-blown vacations packages, with EVERYTHING in-
between! - - TVs and other electronics equipment, Flowers, Meats and fine food, 
Chocolates, tools, baby gifts, wedding gifts, books, toys, audio products... just about 
anything you can imagine and for just about every occasion! Every one competitively 
priced!  
 
These ARE the COOLEST GIFT GIVING TOOLS IN THE WORLD!  
 
This Gift Catolog is also GREAT as one of your many "Multiple Income Streams" and 
business as a total solutions provider!  
 
Think in terms of... corporate gift-giving programs that you can offer to the "boss" 
who is too busy to shop for turkeys and so on... referral incentives, work safety 
programs, sales training and incentive programs... the possibilities are ENDLESS!  
 
See what I mean! You can just start counting all the money, gigs and referrals right 
now, can't cha'?  
 
Anyway, that is just a few of the possibilities that are available. 
 
HOLY Cramoly, what a comprehensive “gift” on the powerful, proven 
subject how to use gifts to produce profitable results in our business!  
 
READ every word if you REALLY wan to know the tested, tried and true, dead-on 
facts on the subject regarding this powerful business building weapon!  
 
The REASON I was caused to pause and remember these profit making discussions 
in the first place was 'another' discussion on the subject around the net (NOT HERE 
at TDL!) that suggested that “OUR PAID PRESENTATIONS” are “Gift 
Enough” for our business relationships!? 
 
Can you imagine???? WOW! Is it ME, or is that just plane ego-centric/maniacal?  
 
 



 

 

What was posted was that (paraphrasing several thoughts and posts on the matter, 
and still fairly accurately to the intention and posts!)  
 
“Because we do good shows, we should consider that to be the THANK-
YOU GIFT!”  
 
- No thank you card!  
- No thoughtful consideration past cashing the check!  
- No common curtseys!  
…NOTHING outside of cashing the check and moving on.  
 
Am I the ONLY ONE who thinks this is a bit SELFISH???? 
 
Understanding this “context”, read my reply as we re-visit this powerful discussion!  
ENJOY!  
 
Here ya’ go…  
 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Gifts, Incentives and Re-Elationship Marketing...  A Discussion. 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
 
Clearly, it is a "Each Case and PERSONAL decision" for EACH and every one to 
arrive at of our own devices with encouragement of discussions such as this.  
 
Completely aside from gift giving, YES, It is our responsibility to do a GREAT 
show! (Of Course... Like Duh Man!) THAT is what they hire and then pay us for in 
the FIRST PLACE!  
 
Anything less of delivering the most awesome product we are capable of, is a blatant 
larceny and a smarmy rip-off, and is completely unacceptable as a business practice. 
On this I think we ALL agree...  
 
"In my opinion and experience", simply 'raising a bead of sweat' by doing what we 
were hired to do (our "JOB") in the first place, is NOT a "thank-you gift" to our 
business re-elationships by any stretch of the imagination, it is our sworn duty and 
responsibility as the product representative and business owners we are!  
 
[TheDean - ASIDE: It 'stunned' me that anyone would think this, let alone admit it 
out loud!]  
 
Now, whether we each CHOOSE to extend the additional business relations, and give 
gifts and thank you’s as a friend or even as a business building process, THAT is an 
entirely different subject all together.  
 
[TheDean - ASIDE: Our show (product we charge money for...) is our show 
regardless of the gifts we give beyond that. I'd be like delivering less than 
advertised in ANY business or product! - Delivering the entire product as 
advertized in NOT a "Thank-You"!]  



 

 

 
Now, for me and those who are in BUSINESS, it is a VERY useful, dare I say an 
incredibly powerful way to grow your business to phenomenal heights 
and it, along with the rest of our individual business marketing mix, 
simply part of doing business.  
 
My experience has clearly shown me that appreciating my friends and business 
relationships has produced rich dividends, far beyond just the simple common 
courtesy (or expense) of extending the gracious thank-you and gift... waaaaaay 
beyond!  
 
In most cases, though it IS on of the most savvy success and marketing tools and 
weapons you can employ in our marketing and success outcome mix!  
 
I find myself giving gifts because I WANT TO and genuinely love the folks who 
I am blessed enough to be able to engage in BUSINESS with on a regular 
basis... they, more than not, become my FRIENDS whom I would be honored to 
GIFT and Thank! (And DO!)  
 
Forget the touchy-feely stuff… it is just good, smart BUSINESS!  
 
As a pure BUSINESS motive and tact, it has proven, beyond any shadow of a doubt 
that "Gift Giving" is one of the MOST profit producing success behaviors we can 
engage in... regardless of the fact that we actually DO what we were HIRED TO DO in 
the first place! (Again, a completely separate issue!)  
 
The Business Benefits are clear and resounding…  
- It stimulates referrals! (If you know how and do it correctly!)  
- It established more indelible trust re-elationships causing repeat business and 
rabid fans!  
- It is traceable and accountable! (If you track your marketing results and outcomes, 
that is. And you SHOULD!)  
- It produces REAL RESULTS  
 
...worse yet, and it COSTS US BIG-TIME if we don't do it! As "Business 
Professionals", we are leaving good people left unappreciated and good money on the 
table. Neither of which are acceptable as far as I’m concerned!  
 
I certainly know that I am NOT willing to pay that price in LIFE or in BUSINESS!  
 
As stated earlier, it is for each individual to personally wrestle with and come to 
terms with on their own, but to say that "Our Show Is Our Gift" is patently incorrect 
and egocentric considering THAT "IS" our product and what they HIRE and PAY us 
to do in the first place.  
 
[TheDean - ASIDE: Am I off-base on this?]  
 
 



 

 

This is NOT to say we can not GIFT our show for a charitable cause or a special 
incentive or bonus GIFT for friends... we all know that is NOT what we are talking 
about here. (HINT: That too can be on of your thank-you gifts... when a where 
appropriate!)  
 
[TheDean - ASIDE: Hey, lots of big-wig, connected BUSINESS Professionals are 
ALSO involved with "community welness outreach programs..." We COULD Gift 
our show in this manner for our better business relationships as a way of saying 
THANK YOU for the business, if you waht to! - Hey I'm the FIRST guy to suggest 
THIS as a regular practice! I personally do a TON of community and charitable 
service, but that is just me!]  
 
All That aside...  
You would THINK that a personal "thank-you for doing business with us" would be 
a natural and courteous extension of human kindness, as well as a growing business 
professional… some apparently don’t think so? - - THAT puzzles me.  
 
Again, God Bless the internet and each person for our individual opinions and 
experiences as we share at places like this, and to be ADULT enough to discuss it 
openly, honestly and with-out flame wars... eh'?  
 
Good Job Gang!  
 
Now...  
As far as the original question: "What is THE BEST GIFT"? I have found to give 
is something that speaks to THEM as you have come to know them. This is where 
that Re-Elationship thing comes into play... In simplistic terms, it "IS" the thought 
that counts!  
 
Your re-elationships will feel truly gifted and appreciated when you find out at-least 
small bit about them and gift appropriately.  
 
It could be a gift from the dollar store and will be appreciated as if it was a diamond 
necklace from Tiffany’s if you understand this principle of re-elationships and do this 
right!  
 
[TheDean - ASIDE: That is NOT to say "group gifting" is not acceptable... it IS! 
Simple Group Gifting is always better than doing nothing! I do THAT as well...]  
 
I am NOT saying that doing inexpensive ‘gifts is the answer’ as much as I am saying 
the genuine THOUGHT and appreciation that goes into your re-elationships as it is 
more important that the price we pay for that gift and the re-elationship!  
 
For me… I have given on both ends of the spectrum from dollar store type items to 
up do vacation cruises. Any YES it has paid of in rich dividends far and above the 
investments I choose to make in my friends and in my business! (...and NOT "just" in 
BUSINESS Success, but in my re-elationships as well!)  
 
[TheDean ASIDE: STILL, The BEST GIFT is, by far the "Gift Album" idea I describe 



 

 

Above!]  
 
I hope that adds to the discussion!  
 
Take what you can use and leave the rest! As I said throughout, this is my opinion, 
experience and passion, Do with it what you will.  
 
For those who are "particular", I have placed and undisclosed number of mistakes in 
my shares for your listening and dancing pleasure! (Hehehehe!) If they bug you, you 
are MISSING THE POINT of this share! - Enjoy!  
 
“THINK & Grow Rich.” 
 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*  
 
Now To be fair… only about half (Yeah… about 50%) of the discussion posters 
thought that simply doing the show and then cashing the check was "thanks enough". 
There were some who had a more balanced, “others focused” perspective, but you get 
the idea from this share.  
 
“Yeah, we have to do a GREAT PRESENTATION”, but that is clearly NOT the 
end of our ability, or even responsibility to SAY THANK-YOU or even 
genuinely gift our re-elationships beyond the paid, contracted show and 
responsibility  itself. - Is it???  
 
What ever happened to being NICE and saying THANK YOU For Your Business... or 
what ever you would say thank you for??? It’s just the nice thing to do... and as it 
turns-out, it's quite profitable as well!  
 
Here is a bonus money making tip:  
I just gave yet another one away that will also turn into a "PROFIT-MAKING" 
continuity plan for his 18 restaurants every month!  
 
They will use your Gift and Incentive Book System as an ongoing "Employee 
Appreciation & Incentive" programs!  
 
That is right, each month they will buy, from me about 100 books to give to their 
employees as THANKS for a job well done, AND they paid me to teach them how to 
use a "Employee Incentive" program in the first place!  
 
Yet MORE Passive residual Income that I don’t have to show up and do 
more shows for... just free mailbox money every month while I hang out 
with my wife and do what “I” want to do!! (Like enjoy the freedom to share 
HERE!)  
 
 



 

 

So not ONLY is it “THE” Killer Gift Giving Solution, it is an amazing, stress-
free PROFIT Center as well!  
 
They are just one of many who use my incentive programs and I make money on 
each month!  
 
Hey... WIN! WIN! WIN!  
 
Woo Hoo!  
 
They have gift and incentive albums for just about ever gift-giving budget as well as 
situation!  
 
- Normal gift catalogs ranging from a nice assortment of smaller gifts (Knives, 
Watches, Clocks, Radios, Camping Gear, Cookware, CDs, Coffee & Tea sets... and 
THAT is JUST in the "A" catalog!) There are tons of others versions for every 
conceivable gift giving, incentive or appreciation situation!  
 
How about:  
- A Chocolate Gift Book with all manor of sweets to choose from!  
- A Flower Catalog!  
- A Wedding Themed Gift Album! (Perfect for The Wedding Professional! Or for 
your sisters’ friends wedding who you don’t know what to do for?)  
- Motivational Audio Gift Album! (Perfect for the Motivational Speaker!)  
- Holiday Themed gift giving Albums!  
- Gourmet Foods, Meats, Seafood’s and Steaks...  
I could go on and on... EVEN "World Travel" Gift Albums where they get to choose 
an exotic vacation destination get-away! (and I find it "Cheaper" than buying a 
vacation directly for a MUCH BETTER Vacation! No Black-out dates or restrictions 
like that… No, NOT a scam that the others that I have seen are!) and THEY get to 
choose from an album FULL of vacations destinations and resorts!  
 
I'm tellin' ya, they REALLY ROCK Big Time for ALL the reasons I already 
outlined!!  
 
Hey I buy “Gift Albums for myself” to get better prices on some of the items in the 
albums… YES, it’s THAT good a deal! – So it’s one step more, but who cares!  
 
Either way… quit reading and get goin’ making a killer impression on your 
personal and business re-elationships as well as piles of extra, free, 
mailbox money! 
 
 Each gift album is clearly listed with everything in the albums and the price 
associated to each album starting as low as only 20.00-25.00 bucks all the away up 
through an exotic vacation destination, (for around %500..00 bucks TOTAL! [as of 
this writing] See, I told you it was a Killer DEAL!) so you can pick n' choose the level 
of gift giving you which to give for each relationship!  
 
 



 

 

GOOD NEWS, your gift recipient has zero clue how much you spent, and in these 
examples, when mentioned, they always guess much higher than what I actually 
spent. VERY HIGH PERCIEVED VALUE! – Either way, I just KNOW they LOVE 
these things as gifts!  
 
Again, this is JUST one of the ideas and suggestions possible! – Just happens to be 
the one that works the very BEST for me those whom I know use this system. 
 
I am at Your Service and In HIS Service,  

 
Deano in Reno 
<><  
 
PS  
I am CLEARLY NOT suggesting that promotional products are not worth getting 
and using... not in the least! Heck I LOVE and  USE LOTS of promotional products! 
I just don't "pretend" that they are genuine GIFTS of APPRICIATION for one of my 
success business and personal re-elationships!  
 
USE Promotional Products, but use them well and wisely! Give GIFTS, just give 
them well and GIVE them wisely! (I'd say give them often as well!)  
 
Hope that helps! 
 
PPS 
Just to be CLEAR, there IS a HUGE difference between a “Promotional” gift and a 
genuine, earnest, THANK-YOU Gift of Appreciation”. So as not to cloud the 
issue here, in THIS discussion, we are talking about THANK-YOU GIFTS!  
 
Where it is TRUE, Gift Catalogs can certainly be used for marketing and 
promotional purposes with astounding results, we already KNOW THAT as we have 
loads of great discussion here about the powerful, profitable use of “Promotional” 
products and gifting… More on that sometime! 
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